Welcome to BodyFusion - a haven for hectic lives!
BodyFusion is an established MLD, Massage and Beauty Therapy Consultancy which operates from the Spa Therapy Room
at GnG Salon in Barking
The owner, Dawn Branigan is a Dr Vodder qualified Combined
Decongestive Therapies and Manual Lymphatic Drainage practitioner as well as ITEC and VTCT trained massage and beauty
therapist. Dawn is a specialist in her field and prides herself on
her reassuring, professional and ethical approach. Simply
known as the “BodyWorker”
As a member of FHT and MLD (UK), Dawn undertakes regular training and keeps fully informed of latest trends, treatments, techniques and product developments. She also
works closely with the medical profession and associated
professionals.
BodyFusion believes in 360 degree living – so that both the internal as well as the external
body is important. We encourage a clean lifestyle, using products that are not only high quality
whether organic or mineral, no GMO, paraben free and wherever possible socially & ethically
responsibly sourced
Brands we work with include Arbonne, ANP Nutrition, Australian Body Care, Environ, Jane
Iredale, OPI, Spa Find and Thalgo.
“BodyFusion takes a holistic view, treating you as a complete individual, looking at your lifestyle and fitness, pressures and responsibilities and how well you care for your body. We make
you aware of how precious your body is and what treatments you require to achieve a more
balanced health and wellbeing in your life”

Your well being is our priority!

BodyFusion works from a therapy room where the ambience is relaxed and friendly.
It is perfect for Spa Treatments if clients want some quiet time.
GNG Salon, 32 Faircross Parade, Longbridge Road,
Barking, Essex IG11 8UW
Tel 07801 803734
Email: dawnatbodyfusion@gmail.com
Opening times
Tuesday 2pm - 6pm Thursday 10am - 8pm
Friday 10am - 6pm
Saturday 9am - 4pm

SKINCARE
FACE AND BODY PRICE LIST

At BodyFusion we offer a complete Medi-Spa experience with both
Spa and Cosmeceutical Facials available.

ESSENTIAL TREATMENTS:

frequency soundwaves with electrical pulses to increase the penetration of
high levels of vitamins A, C and E quickly and to deliver more of what skin
needs where it needs it most. The focus is on a lasting difference for a lifetime.

You can expect a 30 minute consultation prior to your first facial. We
will talk about feeding your skin from inside, fortifying it on the outside
and to finish with #itonlytakesaminute makeover to protect your skin
from the environment using Jane Iredale Mineral Make-up. That’s
because we believe in 360 degrees of skincare:

• FEED • FORTIFY • FINISH •
SKIN SOLUTIONS:

Using electro-sonic technology - low

ESSENTIAL YOUTH RESET (60-90 mins) - A peptide and vitamin packed facial for a
more youthful appearance. Softens fine lines, corrects sun damage and sagging skin.

£55- £65

ESSENTIAL RADIANCE REVEAL (60-90 mins)
A targeted solution for sun damage or pigmented skin.

£55- £65

A personalised Thalgo signature

ENVIRON COOL PEEL TREATMENTS:

facial with a massage, cleanse, exfoliation plus skin specific
mask and moisturiser. The focus is on relaxation and
restoring the complexion to natural beauty. Choose from:
SOURCE MARINE RITUAL (1hr) for normal/dehydrated
skin - Bathe your skin in moisture.

A non invasive,

intelligent skin renewal system that protects the integrity of the skin
to refine, revive and brighten the skin.

£40

COLD CREAM MARINE RITUAL (1hr) for sensitive/dry skin a true lipid ”bandage” rich in mineral oils.
£40
3 ALGAE FACIAL (1hr) for all skin types - to remineralise and revitalise the skin.

£40

ILLUMINATING RADIANCE FACIAL (45 mins) - to re-energise and boost radiance.

£35

DISCOVERY FACIAL (30 mins) - an express facial for those on the go.

£25

YOUTH RENEW/BRIGHT RECOVERY COOL PEEL (1 hr) - Reduces the appearance of premature
ageing, fine lines, sun damage, and uneven skin complexion to leave the skin looking refreshed
and vibrantly youthful.

£55

DEEP CLEANSING/ BLEMISH CONTROL COOL PEEL (1 hr) - Assists in the control and management
of congested and blemish prone skin. A hero treatment for problematic skin conditions.

£55

FOCUS ON TREATMENTS (30 mins): Perfect when time is limited.

£35

FOCUS ON FROWN - A blend of peptides to reduce the appearance of expression and frown lines
around the eyes and forehead resulting in a more youthful appearance.
FOCUS ON EYE - a combination of peptide complexes with Hyaluronic Acid for a refreshed , hydrated and
youthful appearance.

ANTI-AGEING
COLLAGEN RADIANCE FACIAL (1hr)
The marine shot for the first signs of ageing and skin fatigue.

£50

HYALU-PROCOLLAGENE WRINKLE CORRECTING TREATMENT (1hr)
Bursting with hyaluronic acid for a smoothing, filling
and plumping effect.
£55
PEELING* MARIN (30 mins)
A new Skin Effect for a smooth, radiant and even skin tone.

FOCUS ON EVEN TONE - A powerful combination of Vit A, C and AHAs to lighten the appearance of
pigmented marks for a more even tone and brighter complexion.
FOCUS ON TEXTURE – An intensive combination of Electro-Sonic, Cool Peel and Micro Perfusion to
improve appearance of mild scarring for a smoother, evenly textured skin.
FOCUS ON FILLER - Designed to stimulate the skin’s natural synthesis of hyaluronic acid to smooth the
appearance of lines, restore adipose volume for a plumped, more radiant and visually rejuvenated appearance.

£40

* superficial peel with acids from fermented micronized marine algae.

FACE PALP LIFT AND ROLL FACIAL (30 mins) - To tighten and resculpt contours.

BodyFusion uses Thalgo Marine Spa and SpaFind Dead Sea Salts for all your slimming, firming and detox needs.
£40

A cold wrap, highly effective in eliminating excess fluid and toxins from the hip and thigh area and improving the
appearance of 1st degree cellulite. Great for the relief of tired and heavy legs.

£55

THE EYES HAVE IT
EYE EXPERT TREATMENT (30 mins) - A specific treatment for
the eye contour area to tackle wrinkles, dark circles and
puffiness for an instantly rejuvenated eye area.
£28
Can also be incorporated into any
spa facial or Thalgo body treatment .

BODY WRAPS:
FRIGI-THALGO (1hr)

PIGMENTATION
BRIGHTENING LUMIERE MARINE TREATMENT (1hr)
A tailor made correction of skin tone and dark spot
concerns for a clearer and brighter complexion.

£40

£15

BODY SCULPT WITH BODY PALP (45 mins)

£45
Using the innovative Body Palp instrument, this high performance treatment breaks down stubborn cellulite, tones the skin
and visibly resculpts. Think shapely buttocks, smooth, toned skin and a sculpted silhouette!

BACNE DEEP CLEANSE TREATMENT (45 mins)

£35

Discover the incredible remineralising benefits of seaweed for problem skin. A marine algae wrap to deeply cleanse,
detoxify and soothe the skin.

HEAVENLY HYDRATING SALT BRUSHING (30 mins)
A luxurious full body scrub with pure Dead Sea Salts to invigorate body and mind, enhance the lymph system and
detoxify the body. An ideal express treatment.

£28

